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ABSTRACT

Automated collaborative filtering is one of the key
techniques for providing a customization for E-
commerce sites. Various neighbor-based recommen-
dation methods are popular choices for collaborative
filtering. However, their latency can be a serious
drawback for scaling up to a large number of requests
that should be processed in real-time. In this paper we
propose an alternative regression-based approach that
searches for relationships among items instead of
looking for similarities among users. Experiments on a
movie database provide evidence that the proposed
regression-based approach provides significantly better
accuracy and is two orders of magnitude faster than the
neighbor-based alternatives. Even faster time response
with accuracy similar to neighbor-based recommenda-
tions was obtained by adjusting the generic recom-
mendations with only the average preference of an
active user.

1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s society there is an increasing need for auto-
mated systems providing personalized recommenda-
tions to a user faced with a large number of choices.
For example, an increasing choice of available prod-
ucts is caused by companies shifting towards develop-
ing customized products that meet specific needs of
different groups of customers [11]. The products cus-
tomization trend coupled with E-commerce where
customers were not provided with an option to exam-
ine the products “off-shelf” in a traditional sense, make
the problem of providing accurate personalized rec-
ommendations very important. Increasing the quality
of personalized recommendations would increase cus-
tomer satisfaction and loyalty, at the same time reduc-
ing the costs caused by product return. Another exam-
ple where personalized recommendations are ex-
tremely useful is an information overload situation
with an amount of data available through Internet and

other media largely exceeding the ability of a person
even getting a glance of it. Here, automated methods
are needed to provide a large number of users with the
ability to efficiently locate and retrieve information
according to their preferences.

Personalized recommender systems can be classified
into two main categories: content-based and collabora-
tive filtering. In content-based filtering, mostly used
for retrieving relevant textual documents [6, 12],
search is performed for items with content most similar
to users’ interests. The task of collaborative filtering is
to predict preferences of an active user given a data-
base of preferences of other users, where the prefer-
ences are typically expressed as numerical evaluation
scores. Scores can be obtained explicitly by recording
votes from each user on a subset of available items, or
implicitly, inferring from a user behavior or reactions
regarding a given set of items. Memory-based collabo-
rative filtering algorithms maintain a database of pre-
vious users’ preferences and perform certain calcula-
tions on a database each time a new prediction is
needed [3]. The most common representatives are
neighbor-based algorithms where a subset of users
most similar to an active user is chosen and a weighted
average of their scores is used to estimate preferences
of an active user on other items [5, 13]. In contrast,
model-based algorithms first develop a description
model from a database and use it to make predictions
for an active user. Published systems of this type in-
clude Bayesian clustering, Bayesian networks [3] and
classification-based algorithms [2, 9].

Neighbor-based collaborative filtering algorithms are
known to be superior to model-based in terms of accu-
racy [3]. However, their high latency in giving predic-
tions for active users can be a serious drawback in
systems with a large number of requests that should be
processed in real-time. Also, previous results [4] show
that as the number of items evaluated by an active user
decreases, the prediction accuracy of neighborhood-
based algorithms deteriorates dramatically (demanding
an extensive user’s effort for successful profiling can



be discouraging from using the recommender system).
Finally, it is unlikely that two users have exactly the
same taste over all possible items while it is more
probable that the similarity is larger over certain sub-
sets of items (e.g., two users of a movie recommenda-
tion system can share the opinions in dramas while
disagreeing in science fiction).

In this paper we propose a regression-based approach
to collaborative filtering that searches for similarities
between items, builds a collection of experts in the
form of simple linear models, and combines them to
provide preference predictions for an active user. For
example, in a movie recommendation system, if a large
positive correlation in votes for movies “12 Monkeys”
and “Seven” is identified in the database, a high
evaluation score for the movie “12 Monkeys” by an
active user implies a higher then average recommen-
dation for the movie “Seven.” Linear regression mod-
els describing relationship between pairs of movies are
used in prediction as local experts and they are inte-
grated using various procedures for combining the
experts.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section a more formal description of a recom-
mendation problem is followed by a description of
several recommendation algorithms that will be used
for comparison with our approach. Performance meas-
ures used to compare different algorithms are also in-
troduced in this section.

2.1. Description of the personalized rec-
ommendation task

Assuming a database of I items partially evaluated by
U users, we are given a U×I matrix R with element rui

representing an evaluation score of item i by user u. In
realistic systems the matrix R is usually very sparse
since users are likely to vote just for a small subset of
available items. By ru*, r*i, and r** we denote an aver-
age score for each user, an average score for each item,
and an overall average score, respectively. Since each
user does not vote for each item, by Iu we denote a
subset of items rated by user u. Similar, Ui denotes a
subset of users that evaluated item i. Given the evalua-
tion scores of an active user a on items Ia the recom-
mender system task is to estimate scores of user a on
the remaining items I/Ia.

2.2. Simple and neighbor-based algorithms

We propose three simple recommendation algorithms
establishing accuracy lower bounds on more complex
recommendation systems. The first, MEAN, uses the
overall average score r** as a score on prediction of any
user on any item. The second, GENERIC, uses the aver-
age scores r*i of each item i as predictions of a new
user’s preferences.

The predictions of ADJUSTED_GENERIC for user a are
obtained as predictions from GENERIC adjusted by the
difference ∆ra between the average score of user a and
an average score of an average user over the same set
of items, Ia, defined as
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For neighbor-based algorithms, Pearson correlation is
used to measure similarity between user u and active
user [4]. Here,
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where σa and σu are standard deviations of scores cal-
culated over Ia∩Iu. The score of user a for item i is
predicted as a weighted sum of the votes of other users
pai computed as,
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If two unrelated users have a small number of co-rated
items, it is probable that their Pearson correlation is
high. Existence of such false neighbors can signifi-
cantly deteriorate the accuracy. Significance weighting
[4] is proposed to reduce the weights if the number of
co-rated items, n, is smaller than some predetermined
number N. If this is the case, the obtained weight is
multiplied by n/N. Neighborhood selection is intro-
duced to retain only a small subset of the most similar
users for prediction [4]. Predicting an item i can be
done effectively by retaining K of the most similar
users from Ui. The reported benefits are twofold: com-
putational time needed for each prediction is decreased
and slight improvements in accuracy can be observed.
Both modifications are implemented in a neighbor-
based algorithm used for comparison with the pro-
posed regression-based algorithm. We denote the
neighbor-based algorithm with these modifications as
NEIGHBOR(N,K), where N and K are adjustable signifi-
cance and selection parameters of the algorithm.



The bottleneck of neighbor-based algorithms is their
on-line speed. To perform a prediction for a new user,
Pearson correlations over U existing users should be
calculated first using (2), which scales as O(UI), where
I is the total number of items. Reducing to the K most
similar users for each item to be predicted and apply-
ing (3) still scales as O(UI). Also, a whole database R
of size O(UI) should be maintained for the modified
algorithm. Assuming an increasing number of users
and items in a database such scaling can be a limitation
factor to the practical applications of the neighbor-
based algorithms.

2.3. Performance measures

The coverage, mean absolute error and ROC sensitiv-
ity were used to compare examined recommendation
algorithms. In this study the coverage is being calcu-
lated as a percentage of items from a test set for which
a given algorithm has been able to give predictions.
Mean Average Error (MAE) of predicted scores is a
statistical accuracy measure used for collaborative fil-
tering algorithms [4, 13], while ROC sensitivity is a
measure of diagnostic power of prediction algorithms
[4].

One of the main purposes of recommender systems is
to identify items which a new user is likely to prefer.
So, a threshold θ1 is used to obtain a subset of items
with predicted scores higher then θ1. ROC curve is a
plot of sensitivity against (1−specificity) of the given
predictions. Sensitivity is the probability of accepting a
good item, while specificity is the probability of re-
jecting a bad item. A recommender system can be re-
garded as successful if its ROC curve is high. As a by-
product of ROC curve calculation, one can calculate
the accuracy of the recommender system. We denote
as ROC(θ1, θ2) the accuracy of the system which re-
gards all items with scores above θ1 as “good items”,
and declares each prediction above θ2 as a recommen-
dation.

3. A REGRESSION-BASED COLLABO-
RATIVE FILTERING METHOD

For customized predictions the proposed approach
relies on inherent relationships between items instead
of looking at similarities between users. Assuming a
database consisting of a large number of users voting
for most items and given unlimited computational and
storage resources, examples from a small neighbor-
hood of an I-dimensional point corresponding to scores
of an active user would represent its profile. If an ac-
tive user provides the scores for items in set Ia the task

is to estimate scores for the set I/Ia of non-rated items.
In theory, this prediction problem could be approached
by learning a nonlinear mapping fi(Ia): R Ia  → R and
using this function to optimally predict preferences of
the active user with respect to the item i. An active
user can provide scores for one of 2I−1 possible subsets
of items, and so learning I2I−1 functions would opti-
mally solve the recommendation problem. Learning
this many functions is computationally unrealistic even
for small item sets. In addition, the practical databases
are sparse and with insufficient number of users to
allow even a small-scale version of the “ideal world”
approach.

Therefore, we use a first order approximation of non-
linear mappings fi(Ia) as a regression-based approach to
collaborative filtering. The first order approximation to
predicting score pai of user a on item i based on Ia can
be expressed as
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where fj,i are functions describing the relationship be-
tween items j and i, and wj,i are the corresponding
weights. So, assuming a method for choosing the
weights wj,i is known, learning I(I−1) one-dimensional
functions is sufficient for solving the approximated
recommendation problem.

From a different standpoint, function fj,i can be consid-
ered as an expert for predicting the score on item i,
given a score on item j. If the active user voted for
items from Ia, then for each item from I/Ia there are
 Ia  available experts. The recommendation problem
can now be approached as an identification of an opti-
mal combination of experts. To make the solution
computationally more efficient we model experts as
linear functions,

    ijijij xxf ,,, )( += ,             (5)

where αj,i and βj,i are the only two parameters to be
estimated for each expert. The two parameters are es-
timated using ordinary least squares, and as a by-
product we obtain an estimation of the error variance
for each expert, σ2

j,i, which is useful in determining the
weights wj,i. If the value of αj,i is near zero, this is an
indicator that the expert resembles the mean predictor,
and that there is no correlation between items i and j.
On the other extreme, if αj,i is close to +1 or −1, the
expert is an almost perfect predictor of the score for
item i.



3.1. Experts integration

Once I(I−1)  linear experts are learned, they are com-
bined to give recommendations. One integration
method based on simple averaging and two statistically
based are proposed in this section.

Average with thresholding

In simple averaging, all  Ia  experts are given the
same weight, wj,i = 1/ Ia . Since some of the experts
can be no better than the mean predictor, they can only
deteriorate prediction by decreasing the contribution of
good experts. Therefore, simple averaging with thresh-
olding where only good experts are retained is likely to
improve predictions. In AVERAGING(θ) we reject all
experts whose R-squared value,

    iijijR 2
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is below θ, where i
2  is variance of all the scores

from the database for item i. Since some of the experts
are not used for prediction, using AVERAGING(θ) for
larger θ it is possible that the coverage is incomplete.

Determining optimal weights

Back in 1969, Bates and Granger [1] have suggested
that a linear combination of individual predictions can
produce the results that are superior to any of the indi-
vidual predictions. For our problem of combining lin-
ear experts, the optimal solution can be derived by
minimizing the error variance of the linear combina-
tion of experts from (4). The optimal weights wj,i can
be found by using  Ia× Ia  covariance matrix C of
prediction errors with elements {Cj,k} defined as Cj,k

= E[ej,i⋅ek,i], where ej,i is the error of expert fj,i,
ej,i = {ra,i−fj,i(ra,j)}. Weights can be calculated as
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where kj,
1}{C−  are elements of inverse of C [10].

Problems associated with applying (7) include esti-
mating C, calculating its inverse when experts are
highly correlated and computing this sufficiently fast.
To estimate Cj,k, a subset of users that voted for items i,
j and k should be found and errors of fj,i and fk,i should
be calculated on this subset. Since a training database
is expected to be very sparse, the number of such tri-
ples can be too small to properly estimate Cj,k even for
seemingly large databases. The second problem, as
discussed in [8], is that an inverse of C can be unstable
for highly correlated experts. Since our linear experts
will most often be just slightly better than the mean

predictor, they will all be highly correlated. The third
problem is computational cost, since the optimal ap-
proach requires calculation of an inverse of C which
generally takes O( Ia 3) time. Since  Ia  = O(I) and
 I/Ia  = O(I),  producing predictions for an active user
would take up to O(I4) time. In the following, we pro-
pose a computationally efficient approximation of this
approach.

Determining suboptimal weights efficiently

One of the main consequences of highly correlated
experts is that, from (7), two seemingly identical ex-
perts can receive very different weights, the larger be-
ing assigned to the slightly more accurate one. To il-
lustrate this, in Table 1 we show the ratio of weights
for two experts with error variances C11=1 and
C22=1.1, obtained from (7) when their correlation C12

is varied from 0 to 1. Therefore, the effect of increas-
ing C12 is similar to the effect of decreasing values of
C11 and C22 by some constant smaller then C11, while
C12=0. We use this idea for determining weights effi-
ciently.

TABLE 1. The effect of correlation between experts
on the optimal weights

C12 0 0.5 0.9 0.95 0.99 1
w1 / w2 1.1 1.2 2.0 3.0 11.0 ∞

First, we estimate the average correlation ρ between
pairs of experts by
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where y, y1 and y2 are random variables. If we assume
that y1 and y2 are unbiased experts and y is the true
value to be predicted, correlation ρj,k can be estimated
from (8) as
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where ])[( 2
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pairs of scores for items i and j from the database R.
We propose to calculate values ρi,j for several ran-
domly chosen triples (i, j, k) and average them to ob-
tain ρ. Therefore, calculation of ρ, requiring O(I2)
time, needs to be performed just once for the whole
database R. Then, a new diagonal matrix C*

    )(min)( ,, jj
j
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where )( , jjCdiag  is diagonal matrix with elements

Cj,j, and I is an identity matrix, should be used instead
of C in (7). For the example from Table 1, using both
C and C* results in the same weights when ρ=ρ12. Ob-
serve that computing the inverse of diagonal matrix C*

requires just O(I) time, and so giving predictions for a
new user would require only O(I2) time. We denote
this algorithm as WEIGHTED_AVERAGING.

3.2.  Improved regression-based algorithm

One of the problems when dealing with subjective
ratings is that two users with similar preferences can
have different mean scores for the same subset of
items. This notion has been used in AD-

JUSTED_GENERIC and NEIGHBOR algorithms to adjust
the predictions according to each active user’s mean
score. Here, to improve predictions of
WEIGHTED_AVERAGING algorithm we propose an ad-
justment similar to one used in ADJUSTED_GENERIC.
Let us examine two extreme cases to show that the
difference ∆ra from (1) cannot be applied directly to
WEIGHTED_AVERAGING. The first is the case of ex-
perts that can predict the score for item i perfectly
(without error, R2=1, α=1). This prediction does not
need to be adjusted by ∆ra since such an expert already
describes it. The second is the case of experts that are
mean predictors (R2=0, α=0). In this case the adjust-
ment is needed, and ∆ra should be added to the predic-
tion. Any realistic combination of experts will be be-
tween these two extremes (0<R2<1, 0<α<1). There-
fore, we use the slope α of the best expert as the
weighting factor for adjustment. The prediction can
now be expressed as
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We denote this algorithm as ADJUSTED_WEIGH-
TED_AVERAGING.

3.3.  More about the complexity of the re-
gression based algorithm

Algorithms AVERAGING and WEIGHTED_AVERAGING

require O(I2) time for each new user which is an ad-
vantage over O(UI) time needed by NEIGHB algo-
rithm since the number of items is usually significantly
lower than the number of users. Effectively, taking into
consideration that each new user votes just for a small
subset of items, computational time is even lower. If
the maximum number of votes for a new user was up-
per-bounded by a constant, the computational time of

regression-based algorithms becomes O(I), while it
remains O(UI) for neighbor-based algorithms.

While on-line speed of the proposed regression-based
algorithms is clearly superior, they require learning of
I(I−1) linear models where O(U) time is required for
each. Therefore, the initial learning of experts requires
O(UI2) time which, although does not scale well with
the number of items, can be acceptable since it is done
off-line. The regression-based algorithms require sav-
ing two linear parameters and an estimate of the error
variance for each expert, which requires storing 3I(I−1)
variables. For most applications this memory require-
ment compares favorably to memory requirement of
neighbor-based algorithms which scales as O(UI).

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we compare collaborative filtering algo-
rithms explained in Sections 2 and 3 on a movie
benchmark database. We first describe the database
and the evaluation methodology, and later we present a
summary of the results.

4.1. The EachMovie database and evalua-
tion methodology

The EachMovie database [7] is a publicly available
collaborative filtering benchmark database collected
during 18-month period between 1996-1997. It con-
tains ratings from 72,916 users on 1,628 movies with a
total of 2,456,676 ratings. Therefore, the matrix is very
sparse with only 2.07% rated elements. User ratings
were collected on a numeric 6-point scale between 0
and 1, but to make the results more comprehensible we
rescaled ratings to integers {0, 1,… , 5}. To perform a
number of experiments, and to allow for a fair com-
parison between different algorithms, we used only a
subset of the whole database.

In our experiments the first 10,000 users represented
the training set, and the following 10,000 users repre-
sented a set of active users. From both sets all users
with less then 20 scores were filtered out as well as all
the movies receiving less than 50 scores in the training
set. This resulted in 3,422 users in the training set and
4,790 ActiveUsers set with 503 retained movies. A
relatively low number of training users was desirable
for applying neighbor-based methods, while a low
number of movies allowed relatively fast learning of
503*502 linear experts needed for regression-based
algorithms (trained in 8 hours on a 700MHz NT-based
computer with 256MB memory).



In the first set of experiments we have randomly se-
lected five votes from each active user for testing,
while the rest was used as the set of training scores Ia.
We call this protocol AllBut5. Therefore, 5*4,790 pre-
dictions were made with each algorithm on the same
testing set, and these results were used to measure
MAE, ROC curve and the coverage of different algo-
rithms.

In accordance with [3] we performed another set of
experiments allowing a smaller number of active user
scores. Here, we randomly selected 2, 5, or 10 votes
from each active user as the observed scores, and then
predicted remaining scores. The three protocols were
named Given2, Given5, and Given10. Such a small
number of scores given by active user is likely to be
the environment for realistic recommender systems.

4.2. Summary of results

In Table 2 we report the results for different collabora-
tive filtering algorithms. We used ROC(θ1 = 4,θ2 =
3.5) to report the classification accuracy. Therefore,
each item with a score of 4 or 5 was regarded as a
“good” item, and each prediction above 3.5 was re-
garded as the recommendation. Out from several con-
sidered choices of parameters K and N, we show per-
formance results for the best performing neighbor-
based algorithm with parameters K=80 and N=50. As
could be seen it had an almost complete coverage, but
with accuracy just slightly better then AD-

JUSTED_GENERIC algorithm. AVERAGING algorithms
showed large sensitivity to the threshold, with θ = 0.06
offering the best compromise between accuracy and

coverage. Accuracy for θ = 0.10 was the best, but with
the coverage of only 84.5%.

For WEIGHTED_AVERAGING algorithm, it was deter-
mined that an average correlation between experts was
slightly larger then 0.9, and this value was used as the
default value for equation (10). For illustration, we
also report the results for ρ = 0.5 and ρ = 0.95. It could
be seen that the value of ρ = 0.95 improved results
slightly, effectively meaning that it is desirable to as-
sign an even higher weight to the best experts. Since
the coverage of WEIGHTED_AVERAGING was 100%, it
can be concluded that, overall, it is slightly more suc-
cessful than ADJUSTED_GENERIC, NEIGHBOR and
AVERAGING algorithms.

Algorithm ADJUSTED_WEIGHTED_AVERAGING was
clearly superior to other algorithms, indicating that an
introduced adjustment can significantly boost the pre-
diction accuracy. It should be noted that a similar ad-
justment can be incorporated to AVERAGING algorithm
and that similar improvements could be expected. In
Figure 1 we show ROC curves for NEIGHBOR (K=80,
N=50) and REG_WA(ρ = 0.9) algorithms, and it could
be seen that ADJUSTED_WEIGHTED_AVERAGING achi-
eved better accuracy over the whole curve. Also, in
Figure 2 we plot the MAE of NEIGHBOR and AD-

JUSTED_WEIGHTED_AVERAGING algorithms for 4
categories of users depending on the number of given
scores,  Ia . As could be noted, while NEIGHBOR was
very sensitive to  Ia , showing the lowest accuracy for
the active users giving less then 25 votes, AD-

JUSTED_WEIGHTED_AVERAGING was just moderately
sensitive indicating that it can be successfully used
even for users providing just a few votes.

TABLE 2. Prediction results of different algorithms

Algorithm MAE ROC(4,3.5)
accuracy

Coverage
[%]

Elapsed
time [s]

MEAN 1.054 - - -
GENERIC 0.925 0.652 100 1.1
ADJUSTED_GENERIC 0.853 0.697 100 2.9

NEIGHBOR(K=80,N=50) 0.848 0.698 99.9 38056

AVERAGING (θ = 0.00) 0.883 0.681 100
AVERAGING (θ = 0.06) 0.850 0.702 98.1
AVERAGING (θ = 0.10) 0.842 0.706 84.5

68

WEIGHTED_AVERAGING(ρ = 0.9) 0.844 0.705 100
WEIGHTED_AVERAGING (ρ = 0.5) 0.849 0.703 100
WEIGHTED_AVERAGING (ρ = 0.95) 0.842 0.707 100

70

ADJUSTED_WEIGHTED_AVERAGING (ρ = 0.9) 0.818 0.716 100
ADJUSTED_WEIGHTED_AVERAGING (ρ = 0.5) 0.823 0.713 100
ADJUSTED_WEIGHTED_AVERAGING (ρ = 0.95) 0.817 0.717 100

73
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Figure 1. ROC curves for NEIGHBOR and ADJUSTED_WEIGHTED_AVERAGING algorithms

As explained in previous two sections, regression-
based algorithms have superior on-line speed to neigh-
bor based algorithms. Our implementation of these
algorithms in Matlab on a 700MHz NT-based com-
puter with 256MB memory showed that when per-
forming 5*4,790 predictions ADJUSTED_WEIGH-
TED_AVERAGING was 521 times faster then NEIGHBOR,
and that ADJUSTED_WEIGHTED_AVERAGING was 25
times slower then ADJUSTED_GENERIC (Table 2). Al-
though we do not claim our implementation is optimal,
these results validate results from the analysis of on-
line speed of neighbor-based and the proposed regres-
sion-based algorithms.

Comparison of 4 different protocols is presented in
Table 3 where AllBut5 are results taken from Table 2.
As could be seen, the regression-based approach is
very robust to the number of scores given by an active
user. It is also evident that performances of AD-

JUSTED_GENERIC and ADJUSTED_WEIGHTED_AVE-
RAGING deteriorated significantly for Given5 and
Given2 protocols. This was to be expected since esti-
mates of adjustment ∆ra using only 2 or 5 scores have
extremely low confidence. Our work in progress is
aimed towards using statistically based pessimistic
estimates of adjustments for improving the perform-
ance of both methods.
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Figure 2. Dependence of MAE on the number of scores | Ia | given by the active user



5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

Automated collaborative filtering is one of the key
techniques for providing a customization for E-
commerce sites. Various neighbor-based recommen-
dation methods are popular choices for collaborative
filtering. However, their latency can be a serious
drawback for scaling up to a large number of requests
that should be processed in real-time. In this paper we
proposed a regression-based approach to collaborative
filtering that searches for similarities between items,
builds a collection of experts in the form of simple
linear models, and combines them in a proper way to
give predictions for a new user. We examined a num-
ber of procedures for combining the experts, ranging
from simple averages to statistically sound ones. In
addition, we proposed three simple algorithms for
comparison with neighbor and regression-based algo-
rithms. One of them, the ADJUSTED_GENERIC, showed
as very robust and difficult to outperform despite its
simplicity. Experiments on a movie database provided
evidence that, while providing maximal coverage, the
proposed regression-based approach provides signifi-
cantly better accuracy and is two orders of magnitude
faster than the neighbor-based alternatives.

However, the overall accuracy improvements over
simpler prediction algorithms were still narrow, and
the goal of further research is to search for further ac-
curacy improvements. There are several directions for
improving the accuracy, speed and memory require-
ments of the regression-based algorithm. One of the
obvious extensions of our approach is to use more
complex experts instead of linear ones. To improve the
accuracy, combining predictions of different types of
known algorithms can also be a viable approach if
computational time is of no concern. To improve the
on-line speed and memory requirements of the pro-
posed procedure, deleting experts with poor predicting
capabilities can be an acceptable alternative. If there
are no available experts to predict on a given item,
maximum coverage could be saved by using simpler

models such as ADJUSTED_GENERIC. With such an
approach, the accuracy would not significantly deterio-
rate since deleted experts are not much better than the
mean predictor.

Since the error variance of each expert is estimated as
a part of the regression-based algorithms, this knowl-
edge can possibly be used for guided on-line recom-
mender systems where, based on the previous votes, an
active user is asked to vote on the items that would
maximally decrease overall prediction error. Deriving
an optimal procedure for guided voting is the topic of
our research in progress.
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